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SHORT SALES
TECHNOLOGY AND
OUTSOURCING
PROFILES
The keys to success in the housing industry are accuracy and
efficiency. Ensuring that clients receive the information of the highest
quality in a tight timespan separates companies that will rise and the
ones that will languish as the economy and the housing market move
towards stability.
This issue profiles companies working hard to provide cutting
edge technology that integrates well processes and platforms that
get the job done quickly and accurately. Browse the pages for the
latest insights on Short Sale technology and Outsourcing, and use
this information to grow your bottom line.
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Altisource Portfolio Solutions, S.A.
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 1.877.806.7586 | altisource.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Altisource Portfolio
Solutions S.A. (NASDAQ: ASPS) is a premier
marketplace and transaction solutions provider
for the real estate, mortgage and consumer debt
industries. Altisource’s proprietary business
processes, vendor and electronic payment
management software and behavioral sciencebased analytics improve outcomes for marketplace
participants. Five of the top ten U.S. banks use
Equator technology and/or Altisource® short sale/
REO program management1.
KEY PERSONNEL

Min L. Alexander
Senior Vice President, Real Estate
Services

Steve Udelson
President, Online Real Estate

Joseph A. Davila
President, Mortgage Services

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA: Nationwide
service through U.S. affiliates
STAFFING: Number of Company
Employees: 9,000+
BUSINESS LINES/SERVICES AND
PRODUCTS:
»» Equator® Default Servicing
Platform
»» Field Services
»» Hubzu® Online Auction
Platform
»» Lenders One® Cooperative
»» Mortgage Builder® Loan
Origination System
»» National Brokerage Services
»» Premium Title™ and Settlement
Services
»» Property Management
Services
»» Real Estate Management
Services
»» Renovation Services
»» Short Sale Program
Management
»» Springhouse® Appraisal and
Valuation

COMPANY HISTORY: Founded in 2009 as a dedicated
asset manager of distressed portfolios, Altisource
has established itself as an industry leader in
the mortgage, financial and technology services
sectors. Its businesses span the mortgage lifecycle
from mortgage origination through REO disposition.
Our 24/7 global operations include more than 9,000
employees.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE: Clients of the Altisource
short sale program are better able to manage
regulatory compliance due to:
»» Seamless integration with the industry-leading
Equator® default servicing platform technology
offering controlled workflow processes,
automated document storage and programmed
timeline management rules
»» Processes and platforms providing transparent,
clear communication channels and sales backed
by internal compliance-led approval processes to
help reduce risk

»» Industry Leading Default Servicing Platform:
In 2015, Equator® processed over 161,000
distressed real estate transactions (short sale
and REO) representing approximately 32% of the
short sales completed in the industry and 40% of
all foreclosure sales completed in the industry3.
»» Transparent Processes to Help Reduce
Risk: The Altisource short sale program aims to
increase fairness by publishing bids to deter fraud
and collusion. The program also aims to reduce
the financial and reputational risk for servicers
through its transparent communication channels
and standardized processes.
»» Competitive Sale Pricing: Altisource markets
short sales simultaneously through the MLS, the
Hubzu® auction platform and 200+ syndicated
partner websites to increase the prospective
buyer pool and instill urgency for serious buyers to
engage early.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS:
»» Engagement with borrowers early in the default
process to determine eligibility for short sales and
response within 24 hours of receipt of referral from
the servicer
»» Amplified marketing efforts through the Hubzu®
online auction platform and its 200+ syndicated
websites that can help increase sales proceeds
»» Facilitation of secure and efficient sharing of
financial information between servicers and
borrowers
»» Robust operational reporting for clients’ workflow
tasks, property info and reporting and compliance
monitoring including customized timelines for
clients’ internal process

1
2
3
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WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
»» Scale and Experience: Altisource manages the
disposition strategies for over 50,000 residential
REO and short sale properties each year and
has sold over 180,000 properties since 20092.
This scale and experience enables Altisource
to drive increased buyer traffic through means
not available to traditional short sale agents or
specialists.

Top 10 U.S. banks ranked by total assets
As of December 2015
Industry Data Source: HOPE NOW Data Report: December 2015 (http://www.hopenow.com/industry-data/HopeNow.FullReport.Updated.pdf)
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Chronos Solutions
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 1199 S. Belt Line Rd, Suite 105, Coppell, Texas 75019 | 800.647.1190
Sales@ChronosSolutions.com | ChronosSolutions.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Matt Martin
CEO

Steve DiUbaldo

Chief Real Estate Officer

Jodee McGrath

J.D., General Counsel

Matt Slonaker
EVP

Terri Hunter

SVP REO Services

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES AND
PRODUCTS:
»» Acquisition Services
»» REO Asset Management
Services
»» Short Sale Management &
Execution
»» Valuation Services
»» Title, Curative, Settlement, and
Closing Services
»» Property Preservation/Repairs
»» Leasing/Tenant Management
Services
»» Auction Services
»» Management Consulting
»» Due Diligence
»» CWCOT Management (1st &
2nd Chance)
»» HOA Curative Services
»» Property Preservation &
Inspection Quality Assurance

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Headquartered in Coppell,
Texas, Chronos Solutions maintains a national
footprint through its dedicated network of vendors
and service providers, as well as strategic offices
in Virginia, California, Alabama, and Pennsylvania.
Chronos is led by a diverse, seasoned management
team which has seen the industry from the
perspective of leading financial institutions and real
estate management firms.
Chronos Solutions takes pride in offering all
of the services and products expected from a
leading national services provider, and doing so
with the service levels of an elite boutique firm.
Our clients frequently laud our creativity as well as
our dexterity when it comes to providing solutions
in an ever-changing market. Chronos Solutions
is the prototype of the next-generation of service
providers: nimble, resourceful, experienced, clientfocused, and adaptable.

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
Our approach is strategic and developed for each
specific client based on their needs and goals. We
listen to our clients and implement a short sale
solution that results in financial and performance
benefits.

COMPANY HISTORY: Founded in 2007 as Matt Martin
Real Estate Management, Chronos Solutions has
evolved into a full service real estate company
with years of successful experience providing
high-quality, cost effective professional real estate
services to commercial and government clients.
Chronos Solutions has managed diverse real estate
portfolios for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), the Neighborhood Stabilization
Program (NSP), the Department of Justice (DOJ),
large banks, mortgage servicers, and for institutional
investors.

WHAT INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND
MILESTONES HAS YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVED?
Chronos Solutions is the new standard for real
estate finance services providers. Using best in
class technology, wide partner networks, and deep
industry experience, Chronos delivers solutions
for mortgage lenders, federal agencies, GSEs,
mortgage servicers, and real estate portfolio
investors of all sizes nationwide. The company’s
comprehensive array of offerings includes advisory
and consulting; title and settlement services;
valuation; acquisitions; Home Owners Association
solutions; REO management and disposition;
auction services; and accelerated marketing and
field services.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS: Chronos Solutions has long
established relationships with businesses of all sizes
and multiple service offerings across the real estate,
mortgage, and settlement services industry. Our
extensive service mix, flexibility, and use of effective
technology and creativity have won us clients ranging
from national mortgage lenders to federal agencies to
regional banks to the biggest mortgage servicers. We
also partner with GSEs, title insurance companies,
and virtually any service provider category in the
mortgage and real estate world. Unlike other national
providers, we are equally adept serving small firms
and enormous institutions. And because there is no
business in this industry that can be described as
“cookie cutter,” we forge solutions customized to
meet our clients’ unique needs.

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?
Improved performance and execution, increased
pipeline, and a dual-pronged marketing approach
that includes online marketing.
WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS? A proactive
approach that engages borrowers and improves
cooperation, a national agent network that increases
the pipeline through an outreach program, and
implementing strategic and analytical campaigns
that improve the customer experience through
education and incentives.
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DLS Servicing Consultants, LLC
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 5035 Plainfield Avenue, Suite B | Grand Rapids, Michigan 49525 | 616.570.0199
dls-servicing.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION: DLS Servicing Consultants
provides consulting and outsourcing services
related to mortgage default servicing.

KEY PERSONNEL

Donna Schmidt
Managing Director

Jenn Leach
Loss Mitigation Manager

Brandi Tankersley
Account Representative

BUSINESS LINES/SERVICES/
PRODUCTS
DLS Servicing focuses our
services around the first
mortgage default servicing
space. We are highly versed
in FHA guidelines and assist
clients in maintaining insurance
coverage by establishing policies
and procedures within the FHA
regulatory environment.
END-USER CATEGORIES:
»» Lender/Servicer
»» Auditor

OUTSOURCING SERVICES INCLUDE:
»» Loss Mitigation Underwriting Reviews—in
complete compliance with all insurers/guarantors,
GSE and private lender guidelines.
»» Short Sale Negotiations—coordinates the
entire short sale process between the brokers,
settlement agents, insurers, and investors.
»» Foreclosure Claim Preparation—for all insurer/
guarantor types and assistance with investor
reimbursement filing.
CONSULTING SERVICES INCLUDE:
»» Compliance assistance through individual loan
oversight or portfolio reviews
»» Staff training on regulatory and compliance issues
»» Writing procedures for default servicing and
quality control programs
»» Sub-servicer oversight programs
»» Expert witness services
»» Audit advisory and response
»» We assist large clients with unique components
of their portfolio, maintaining their economy
of scale. For smaller clients, we combine our
effort on behalf of multiple entities to give them
a competitive edge, as it relates to regulatory
compliance.
COMPANY HISTORY
DLS Servicing has been operating as a consulting
firm for more than 20 years; adding the Loss
Mitigation and Claims outsourcing piece to the
business in 2009. Since its inception, DLS has
saved its clients billions in disputed audit responses,
portfolio compliance monitoring, and loss mitigation
workouts. Our clients include national servicers with
1 million plus loan portfolios, to small lenders just
establishing a servicing portfolio. They include large
sub-servicers, credit unions, community banks,
private equity firms, and non-bank servicers.
WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS:
The DLS staff provides workflow processes
customized specifically for each client. Our services
are tailored to the client’s specific needs, ensuring
the most cost-effective plan possible.
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WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS:
With over 30 years of experience, our staff is
knowledgeable on industry regulations and current
changes. This means that our clients are able
to focus on their business, while we handle the
exceptions.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS: DLS
offers a variety of services that range from the initial
loss mitigation process to the filing of claims and
assistance with audit responses.
In the loss mitigation review phase, we assist
in the collection, processing, and investigation
of borrower’s financials. We prepare loan mod
calculations based on insurer guidelines. With our
waterfallcalc.com system, the client has full access
and control of each file. DLS provides evaluation and
compliant determination of cases that have been
escalated, providing re-reviews and underwriting in
accordance with CFPB guidelines.
In the case of a short sale or DIL, our short sale
department reviews the financial hardship for
participation, acquires listing agreement, ensures
fair market value listing, negotiates contract of
sale, and handles title search, appraisal, and sales
contracts. Also, DLS facilitates the removal of liens
and judgments during this process.
In addition to these services, DLS also provides
assistance in writing industry compliant procedures.
Our services also cover audit preparation, review,
and assistance with audit responses.
TESTIMONIAL
“DLS Servicing were instrumental in revamping our
default servicing policies and procedures, ensuring
compliance with all Insurer and Investor guidelines;
and providing the correlating staff training. DLS
Servicing provided valuable insight needed by CIS
in areas of Loss Mitigation. They continue to provide
ongoing loss mitigation support services. We truly
appreciate their expertise.”
—Lorna Cayson, AVP, CIS Home Loans

servicing
consultants, llc.
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Loss Mitigation Services, LLC
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 789 Turnpike St. Suite 201, North Andover, Massachusetts 01845 | 844.340.8320
gabriel@lmsma.com | topshortsaleassistance.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Jaime Mulvihill
Managing Partner

Michelle Jackson
Operations Manager

Austin Miglin
Negotiations Manager

Staffing: Number of Company
Employees: 25

Geographical scope and
coverage area:

Our business is based in
Massachusetts, but we have
successfully completed
short sales in New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, New York, Florida,
North Carolina, and California.

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Loss Mitigation Services,
LLC provides a streamlined short sale processing
experience for listing agents and their sellers. We
specialize in debt negotiation, mortgage processing,
underwriting and consumer assistance. Our service
guides listing agents from listing all the way to
closing. We simplify the process for the seller by
guiding them through all of the required paperwork.
We ensure a clean closing by working hand in
hand with the closing agent. We have cutting edge
proprietary software that allows for transparency
throughout the process.
COMPANY HISTORY: Organized in 2012, our team
has completed thousands of transactions with
every major servicer on all short sale platforms.
Transactions with purchase prices from $30,000 to
$7 million.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS: We work
with listing agents and sellers exclusively to close
short sales quickly and efficiently. Processing short
sales on behalf of agents and sellers is our only
service offering. We offer:
»» Listing guidance and coaching to our agent
partners
· Listing short sales effectively requires a
modified listing presentation, the focus of the
listing presentation has to be on the seller’s
distress, eliminating the mortgage debt
and moving forward in life with a chance to
purchase again in the future. As agents, we are
trained to focus our efforts during the listing
presentation on monetary benefit to the seller.
· Undue emphasis on monetary benefit is
problematic. We have prepared material that
we distribute to agent partners to assist them
with properly presenting the benefits of a short
sale to their client.
»» Valuation approach & guidance
· A successful short sale is determined by
looking at the transaction from the investor’s
perspective from the outset. We walk our agent
partners through the process by defining what
an ‘as is’ sale means to an investor.
· We help by preparing value packages that
assist in presenting the asset to valuation
specialists in a way that is most likely to help
them understand how we arrived at our offer
amount.

»» Transactional support to our agent partners
· We have templates that include investor
required language. Instead of having to search
for the information or react to investor-required
adjustments once the transaction is in process,
agents can rely on us to provide the information
up front.
»» Document management and assistance for
sellers
· We act as a repository for the transaction.
All transaction records are backed up in our
system for a minimum annual period depending
on statutory requirements in the particular
state.
»» Transaction closing coordination
· Short sales are complicated and often closing
agents are unfamiliar with the ins and outs
of the process. We walk every transaction
through to the closing to ensure a compliant
and successful closing every time.
WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?:
Every transaction is carefully scrutinized and
analyzed prior to engaging the servicer. Our staff
reviews any potential title, investor, or value issues
at the outset, so that we do not get blindsided
mid-negotiation. Short sales are paper intensive
and require adequate individual coverage at every
stage; we staff at levels that ensure each account is
touched at least every 72 hours. Preparedness and
coverage are the key to making sure a short sale is
not prolonged or derailed.
WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?:
Our agent partners are able to carry much bigger
pipelines as a result of our involvement. We have agent
partners that have been able to expand their short sale
listing pipeline from 5 to 10 properties per year to 75 to
100 properties per year. We provide a high level of clarity
throughout the process and tailor our communications to
fit clients’ needs.

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS?: The key
to our success is simple: understanding of the overall
process and diligent execution.
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Peak Corporate Network
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: Peak Professional Plaza, 5900 Canoga Avenue | Woodland Hills, CA 91367
peakcorp.com, peakservicing.com, peakforeclosure.com | 866.923.3976
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
As a leading authority in the real estate industry, the
Peak Corporate Network group of companies
represents a group of related, separate legal entities
that provide a full array of comprehensive real estate
services nationwide.

KEY PERSONNEL

Eli Tene
Managing Director and Principal, Peak
Corporate Network entities

Gil Priel
Managing Director and Principal, Peak
Corporate Network entities

Donna Kreisler
Chief Operating Officer, Peak
Corporate Network entities

Scott Sawyer
Executive Vice President, Peak Loan
Servicing

Kelli Espinoza
Executive Vice President, Peak
Foreclosure Services

OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE:
»» All investor classes, from private
investors to private equity firms
»» Lenders
»» Legal and financial advisors
»» Real estate brokers and agents
CORE DEFAULT SERVICING
EXPERTISE:
»» Asset Management and
Disposition
»» Loss Mitigation
»» Loan Servicing for performing or
non-performing portfolios
»» Foreclosure Processing and
Trustee Services
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CORE OPERATIONAL PLATFORMS
»» Fiserv Loan Processing System
»» Millennium Default System’s default management
software
»» Approved vendors on LenStar and Process
Management, with easy integration to other
industry-standard processing systems
CORE DEFAULT SERVICING DELIVERY CHANNELS:
»» Peak Loan Servicing
»» Peak Foreclosure Services, Inc.
CORE SERVICE OFFERINGS
»» “All-inclusive” mortgage servicing from borrower
application to disposition
»» Specializing in note pools of one or 1,000 or more
»» Residential and commercial note pools
»» Mortgage servicing solutions for both performing
and non-performing note pools
»» HAMP Certification
»» 1st and 2nd liens, fixed-rate, adjustable rate, simple
interest and construction / rehab loans
»» Short sale services referrals
»» Fully staffed compliance team
»» Investor portal
»» Pre-foreclosure/loss mitigation services
»» Workout solutions
»» Forbearance
»» Deed-In-Lieu
»» Partnerships with affiliated law firms and licensed to
process FNMA and FHLMC-related defaults
»» Non-judicial foreclosure processing and trustee
services
»» FHA and VA conveyances post foreclosure
»» Bankruptcy and eviction services
»» Senior lien monitoring and bid at sale
»» Post-sale REO
»» REO escrow

THE PEAK CORPORATE NETWORK STORY – DEFAULT
SERVICING FROM THE CLIENT’S PERSPECTIVE
In 1991 investors overseeing a growing portfolio
of performing and non-performing assets needed
a comprehensive solution to handle a complex
portfolio mix of residential and commercial
properties. The result: the formation of two separate,
professional companies to effectively manage these
assets through all phases of the real estate cycle
from loan boarding to disposition under the brand of
the Peak Corporate Network.
Peak Loan Servicing, a full-spectrum mortgage
servicer provides specialized and efficient mortgage
servicing for the Network, specializing in individual
loans, large loan portfolios, and everything in
between. Peak Loan Servicing manages loans
from inception to payoff utilizing the most effective
strategies to maximize client returns.
Peak Foreclosure Services, Inc. manages
complex default scenarios for the Network, applying
customized solutions typical trustee services are
unable to provide. The unit has built a name for itself
as a result of its speed, dependability, and effective
management of large volumes of foreclosure filings
with meticulous processing of each single file from
Notice of Default to final sale at auction.
With our top servicing and foreclosure experts, we
provide a complete solution for lenders, individual
investors, private equity funds, banks and other
financial institutions.

Peak takes ownership of managing your
assets with a sense of pride. Allow us the
opportunity to serve you.
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RES.NET
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 25520 Commercentre Drive, Floor 1, Lake Forest, California 92630 | 800.760.7036 |
support@res.net | res.net

KEY PERSONNEL

Keith Guenther
Founder & Chief Executive Officer

Michael Bull
Chief Financial Officer
Angela Hurst
SVP of Business Development

Rob Pajon
SVP of Marketing & Product

Staffing
»» Number of company employees: 110

Business lines, services,
and products
»» Servicer Suite of Solutions: Loss
Mitigation, REO, and Valuations
Portals
»» Integrated third-party partners
»» System of record interface
»» Customizable document and data
extracts
»» Streamlined communication
between homeowner, agent, and
subscriber
»» Constant system evolution via sprint
cycles generated by user feedback
»» Custom tasks and fields created in
hours without development cycles

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: RES.NET is a leader in
today’s real estate technology and offers an allencompassing servicer technology suite including
Loss Mitigation, REO, and Valuation enterprise
applications for servicers, investors, hedge funds,
and asset management companies. RES.NET
provides a virtual meeting place where buyers,
sellers, agents, mortgage servicers, and vendors
can communicate around a transaction. With every
step managed online, RES.NET keeps the real
estate process running smoothly to ensure optimal
efficiency and a faster, more transparent experience.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS: RES.NET’s Loss Mitigation
portal with Short Sale and Deed In Lieu modules
manage workflow for servicers, facilitating electronic
file submission and streamlining communication
between the servicer, homeowner, and listing agent.
Through the system, Servicers can track all vendor
and homeowner activity, manage all offers, and run
reports to ensure clients or investors SLA’s are met.
Efficient Document Gathering
» Short sale and deed in lieu packages can be
compiled/completed by either a third-party
vendor or homeowner via request tasks
» Homeowner financials and forms are collected via
tasking.
» All documentation is stored in an easy-to-use
document library.
Integrated Message Center
» Track communication between your organization
and connected parties
» All messages are related to the property
» Streamline communication between
homeowners, agents, and subscribers
» Eliminates need of external applications for
property specific email and comments
Customizable Workflow
» No custom development required
» Set up and activated in hours, not months
» Define individual tasks, reminders, and
documentation
» Add new fields to capture data
» Link custom tasks and fields to create a
completely customized workflow

User Configurable Administration
» Set up new portfolios
» Manage granular user privileges
» Create and edit workflows, roles, and escalation
rules
» Set up custom task templates specific to your
process and documentation requirements
Reporting
» User Interface Level—Custom Reports: 350
available query fields, with export capability to
Excel or PDF format
» User Interface Level—Standard Reports
» Data Base Level—ODS (Operational Data Store)
» Data Base Level—Custom Reports Delivery
WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?:
RES.NET is the only technology solution that equally
caters to every type of servicer. Those who want a
tried and true system that has been refined over a
period of years are as equally served as servicers
looking for a state of the art customizable system
that can be augmented daily. RES.NET’s technology
is flexible enough to ensure that one system truly fits
all your business needs.
WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?:
RES.NET provides their clients with the benefits
of customized software, with the cost savings and
support benefits of an enterprise solution. Since
there is no development required, new tasks and
fields can be fully functional in hours, not months.
By maintaining the flexibility to evolve organically,
RES.NET will continue to change along with the
industry’s needs.
WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS?:
RES.NET’s success has come through the ability to
forecast industry needs and respond accordingly.
Although general trends can be acted upon by
the company, they also acknowledge that each
client has needs that are specific to their business.
RES.NET products are built to provide each user
with the flexibility to augment the system as they
see fit without having to rely on costly and time
consuming development cycles.
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VRM Mortgage Services
SHORT SALE TECHNOLOGY/OUTSOURCER PROFILE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 4100 International Parkway, Suite 1000 | 877-880-7720 | solutions@vrmco.com
vrmco.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION: VRM Mortgage Services
(VRM) is an industry-leading outsourcing solutions
provider for performing and non-performing
residential mortgages and assets. Employing the
industry’s best professionals, leading technology,
and proven processes, VRM provides scalable
outsourcing solutions to help clients manage all
aspects of the servicing and default life cycle.
COMPANY HISTORY: VRM Mortgage Services was
founded in 2006 with the aim of providing portfolio
managers reliable, high quality outsourcing services
for the management of their REO assets. Since then,
the company has listed, managed and sold over
550,000 properties while expanding its capabilities
far beyond conventional asset management. The
VRM of today is about much more than REO. The
company is now a complete mortgage servicing
solutions provider that has stayed true to the
brand promise it started with — outperform client
expectations and benchmarks while restoring value
to the communities it serves.

KEY PERSONNEL

Keith D. Murray, MAI
Founder, President and CEO

Cheryl Johnson
EVP and COO

Brandon Kirkham
SVP, Business Expansion

Joe Morrow
SVP, Operations

Tiffany Fletcher
SVP, Compliance

Paritosh Pathak
SVP, Information Technology

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND
PRODUCTS
From servicing and retention
to asset management and
disposition, VRM Mortgage
Services provides flexible
outsourcing solutions that
outperform industry benchmarks
and client expectations. VRM
consistently delivers solutions for
mortgage servicing’s toughest
challenges.

TM

Mortgage Services
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KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS:
»» Technology: VRM owns an unrivaled proprietary
technology platform built from the ground up that
is fully customizable and can be fully integrated
with legacy and client-proprietary platforms.
»» Compliance: VRM’s proprietary technology
platform also automates workflow and completes
a compliance checklist for every property
that tests for regulations ranging from local
municipalities to federal requirements.
»» In-House Training Platform: VRM clients benefit
from a dedicated training solution, VRM University
(VRMU), that provides a broad range of training
solutions.
»» Vendor Management: VRM has a dedicated
vendor management department that is solely
responsible for identifying, qualifying, and
ensuring vendor compliance for the company’s
national vendor network, which consists of
brokers, agents, title/closing firms, eviction
attorneys and field service providers.
WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
»» VRM uses vendors trained and certified using
client-specific requirements through VRMU
»» They leverage dedicated borrower outreach and
training on options to avoid foreclosure including
short sales

»» VRM uses local and licensed real estate
professionals in the field as well as in the office to
provide a single point of contact for borrowers.
This approach better helps the mortgagor not only
understand the process, but also obtain answers
to their questions and guidance on how best to
market and stage their home
»» They provide a single-source solution to
coordinate, manage and provide the additional
key services of asset management, title/closing/
settlement, and property preservation
WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?:
VRM connects certified and licensed real estate
professionals with the mortgagor as their point of
contact through the entire transaction. This provides
the ability to explain to listing and sales process,
how best to stage their home to get maximum return
on sale, and things required to get the property in
a condition that will allow it to move through the
closing process in a timely manner.
They also offer unparalleled execution for
lenders and servicers through a unique combination
of skilled industry experts, the industry’s best
training and unrivaled proprietary technology that
provides their clients the peace of mind that comes
with the highest levels of compliance.
WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS? VRM’s
employees are one of the main keys to our success.
VRM promotes a culture of high-performance,
treats its clients’ interests as the company’s own,
and protects its clients’ reputation as if it were the
company’s own.
WHAT INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND
MILESTONES HAS YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVED?:
»» In 2015, VRM expanded and enhanced their
compliance teams with the addition of industry
veterans to proactively assess and mitigate risk for
the company and its clients. In 2016, the company
received multiple awards from DiversityBusiness
for the third year in a row recognizing VRM’s
success and commitment to diversity and
inclusion both locally and nationally. Finally, VRM
was recognized with an interagency performance
excellence award from the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs and the U.S. Department of Rural
Development.

